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Abstract. Tag-based indexing systems allow users to name web resources 
freely choosing keywords, called tags. Users (observers) may browse resources 
using a tag-cloud, a screen presentation that looks like an alphabetically ordered 
list of the most popular tags, visually weighted by font size. This project called 
Artsonomy, enables users to associate keywords (tags) to real artworks (for ex. 
in a museum) labeled with a QR Code by means of an application on a mobile 
device. The user’s tags are collected in a tag-cloud on the Artsonomy website 
so enabling other obesrvers to share their experience after viewing an artwork.  

Keywords: Social bookmarking, QR Codes, Mobile, Artworks, Visual Tagging, 
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1   Introduction 

“Folksonomy is the result of personal free tagging of information and objects 
(anything with a URL). The tagging is done in a social environment (shared  
and open to others). The act of tagging is done by the person consuming the  
information.” 

VanderWal, T. 2005, blog entry.   
 

VanderWal wrote on Folksonomy[1]  being the result of a free choice of the user 
tagging an object (URL, image, video, etc).  Starting from the appended tags1  to an 
object we may learn something about people who produced them. Folksonomies  
contain individuals’ structural knowledge about documents. A person’s structural 
knowledge has been defined as the knowledge of how concepts in a domain are inter-
related[2]. In a collaborative tagging system, tags codify the knowledge of relation-
ships among documents and concepts represented by the tags[3].  

Tags probably allow to share interests, a similar vocabulary and provide semantics 
connecting items in a social bookmarking environment. 

The consequence is that the production of a folksonomy is strictly connected to the 
meaning that people associate to an object, leaving on it his/her personal trail of the 
cognitive route followed to connect a keyword to the object. 
                                                           
1 Keywords that a user choose to describe an object. 
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Looking at a tag-cloud, for example, one may be informed (by font size) as  
which tags were most frequently appended to an object. This information allows any-
one to discover group emerging areas and the social network trends on a specific 
entry/object[4].  

The meaning assigned to an object by people can be retrieved starting from its 
connected keywords and it is generally different from the meaning emerging from the 
usual ways of indexing and categorizing, which constrains anyone to put an object 
under a specific category that someone else has previously decided (as in databases). 

The goal of our project was to transfer this process to a real environment, more 
precisely, an art museum. 

Tagging real artworks, instead of “web objects”, allows to understand the people’s 
experience about an art piece and share its meanings with many other people through 
the Web. 

We have used mobile technologies to link a real environment to a Web-space.  
Finally by watching the resulting tag-clouds we enable anyone to understand the  
visitor’s perceptions and associated meanings that were given to each artwork : the 
“Artsonomy”.  

2   Background 

In order to categorize and index books, documents, photographs, articles, etc. dedi-
cated professionals create metadata, which describe the content of documents  
(just like tags). This is the basis, for example, of most OPAC (Online Public Access 
Catalogs). 

The second alternative is Author-created metadata: the original creators describe 
by means of tags their intellectual materials. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative[5] 
is an example of this approach. Both these procedures partake the same problem: the 
User of an indexing system is absent from the categorizing process. 

The third possibility is represented by the User-generated metadata that allows 
people to describe what they handle[6]. When this process takes place in a collabora-
tive network where the user can share his/her tags, it is called folksonomy, as reported 
in the introduction of this paper. 

Since a folksonomy describes relationships among documents and the meanings 
carried by the tags then, similar tags for example, may be associated to different 
documents linking them together through freely chosen connections by the users. 

The evolution of folksonomy adheres to the user trends in categorizing contents, 
and metadata are generated by both content consumers and creators; by adding tags, 
people make a free choice based on their personal vocabulary generating a “democ-
ratic” tool producing meanings and establishing connections between contents, so 
providing the “Long tail” [7]. 

3   Visual Tags in the Real World  

2D Codes are barcodes that contain more information than stacked ones. The 2D 
Codes diffusion starts in the 80’s to enhance the barcode performance in logistics 
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because 2-dimensional barcodes contains a lot of information (about 1500 characters 
ASCII – 64) and guarantees a stronger reliability because of using the ECC (Error 
Correcting Code) a technology that thanks to data redundancy makes the barcode safe 
from data loss.  

Another interesting feature of the 2D Barcodes is that they are readable in two di-
rections because the information is contained both on the horizontal side and on the 
vertical side (instead of the stacked barcodes which can be red only by horizontal 
side) (Figure 1).  

 

Fig. 1. Differences in data location between barcodes and 2D Codes 

Within matrix codes, information is represented by white and black cells on a 
square matrix, their position denotes different information content, some examples of 
existing standard matrixcodes are given below: 

− Data Matrix: developed by RVSI Acuity CiMatrix di SIEMENS [ISO16022]; 
− QR Code (our choice for Artsonomy): developed by Denso Wave in Taywan 

[ISO18004]; 
− 2D-Plus: developed by Secure Edge in Italy [EUP20118]; 

3.1   Matrix Codes and Mobile Phones 

In the past, decoding 2D barcodes required a professional reader using laser technolo-
gies to acquire the barcode image. Since many mobile phones started to be equipped 
with built-in Cameras it is possible to read 2D Codes by means of mobile applica-
tions. In this way barcodes allow to transorm a mobile phone into a device “enabling 
technologies”. It is possible, for example, to acquire a web adress just by pointing the 
camera to the barcode or to record contact informations (VCards) capturing a simple 
image.  

Both by reading barcodes and using hi-speed connections with mobile phones, it is 
possible now to access mobile services in an easier way than before, so enhancing 
their Usability (For ex. The user does not have to write the whole URL using an un-
comfortable keypad).  
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3.2   2D Barcodes Use around the World 

Since mobile services may be accessed by using camera phones and barcodes, it is 
possible to discover many applications of these technologies, here are two examples: 

• iPod campaign in Japan and Korea 
Apple Computer used QR Codes in an advertising campaign[8] for the famous mu-

sic player iPod. By taking a picture of the code it was possible to be directly con-
nected to Apple store on-line through mobile device. 
• “Museo Diffuso” of Turin, Italy 

“Museo diffuso” [9] is a cultural initiative described as “real social tagging” be-
cause of the matrix codes distributed through the city, linking places of historical 
interest to related web contents by using a mobile application. 
The relationship between thevirtual world and the real world, represents a great op-
portunity for sharing knowledge. New ways of interacting with past history are now 
possible generating a kind of urban digital story telling where mobile technologies 
and web technologies can be used by people to reveal something about their walks 
along the streets. 

The first example described the marketing-oriented use of 2D barcodes: the user  
can connect to the Apple store really fast captivated by the emotions generated by the 
advertising poster. 

The second application of QR Codes is very different from the first one (And more 
similar to our project because of its cultural reasons). The emotion generated by  
lingering in that place, at that instant, moves people to use barcodes to find out some-
thing else, to understand the shared knowledge about that place. 

4   Artsonomy 

An art museum is the place where culture is the “Queen”. People can get in touch 
with colours, shapes, ideas, creativity. When visiting an art museum the user lives an 
emotional experience that may be improved in many ways. We imagined the possi-
bility for the user to ensue his/her emotions and feelings sharing them through 
his/her mobile phone by simply adding tags, about what he/she is looking at and 
compare what he/she means with the meanings of other visitors, understanding what 
the ”network” of people who looked at that artwork thought about it. This process 
could enrich the experience when visiting not only museums but also any other cul-
tural event. 

The artsonomy project comprises three parts. The first one is the QR Codes genera-
tion and placement near the corresponding artworks, the second one is the imople-
mentation of a mobile application which will allow users to acquire the artwork code 
(Id). Next the QRCode, will be decoded and a keyword will be associated to a single 
artwork and finally sent to a website. 

The third part of this project is the generation of a website which collects every tag, 
sent for an artwork, and making it a part of a tag-cloud to enable the visualization of 
the most relevant tags of that artwork. 
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4.1   Producing QR Codes and Tagging Artworks 

The 2D barcode we chose for Artsonomy is an QR Code because:  

• There are many Web-based applications that allow to freely generate and edit the 
matrix codes  

• There are open source libraries for decoding QR Codes  
• QR Codes follow a Standard [ISO18004] 

Using the Kaywa2 QR Code Web generator we encoded the artwork’s identifica-
tion number and next generated the corresponding image for a QR Code. The printed 
image has been located near the artwork’s caption (see Fig.2). 

 
Fig. 2. Positions of visual tags in a museum 

4.2   The Artsonomy’s Mobile Application 

In order to acquire and decode QR Codes, we developed a Java ME application 
which, once connectied to the built-in camera of the mobile phone, allows the 
user/observer to take a picture of the QR Code.  

When the picture is captured we have used an open source decoder (Zebra crossing 
QR Code decoder) which analyzes the image and returns the encoded content within 
the matrix code. 

In this way the Id number of the artwork can be acquired by the application that re-
quests the user to associate a tag (keyword)  to the artrwork he/she is seeing. 

When both the Id number of the artwork and the tag (added by the user) are stored, 
the application asks the user to enable the application to open a connection to the 
Artsonomy address through the available data connection. 

The Artsonomy application sends the informations to the Website (Fig. 3). 

                                                           
2 http://qrcode.kaywa.it 
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Fig. 3. Artsonomy block diagram 

4.3   The Tagcloud 

The tags sent by the user/observer are collected in a database under the artwork Id 
number. A tagcloud is visualized on the Webpage providing feedback to the user on 
the correct entry of his/her data by a instantaneous graphical enlargement of the recent 
forwarded tag on the screen. 

By means of this graphical effect, the user is confident that his word has been 
added and next the tag follows the indexing process in the tagcloud. 

When the user browses keywords, added to different artworks, he is also allowed 
to click on words connecting to a wiki page that shows the shared meaning of the 
chosen word by comparing the meaning of tags to the meaning people have assigned 
to artworks. 

Placing a screen in the museum the evolution of “artsonomies” could be followed 
by visitors that can live through in real time, the addition of new keywords (Fig. 2). 

5   Usability 

Interacting with Artsonomy is not a natural procedure for the user. The association of 
tags to real objects could introduce some usability nuissances both from those who 
use social bookmarking tools and those who never used them. To evaluate the usabil-
ity of Artsonomy we prepared a usability test with 15 (according to Jakob Nielsen’s 
theory) users at the LUA (Usability and Accessibility Lab) site. 

We have tried to simulate a real tour in a museum hanging some paintings on the 
walls and placing captions and QR Codes close to them. During the test session the 
users were supplied with mobile phones incorporating the application. 

Instead of requesting from them a list of tasks, we preferred to ask them only to as-
sociate to each artwork some keywords to describing it, in this way they were free to 
take their time to choose words and interact with artsonomy without the need to fulfill 
a task list. A wide flat screen was in the middle of the room to visualize the tag-cloud 
evolutions.  

In order to study the users we had at our disposal the following instruments (Fig. 4):  

1. A looking glass  
2. Two wireless cameras to record the scene 
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Fig. 4. Instruments for the usability test 

3. One point of view camera with microphone to record the realistic point of view of 
the user and his “thinking aloud” process 

4. A screen recorder to capture every event on the mobile phone’s display 

Before starting the test session, the users filled an entry registration form and, after 
the test, a short questionnaire to collect their impressions was also completed. 

5.1   Usability Issues 

Using Artsonomy users discovered how a mobile phone could also work as a barcode 
reader. They enjoyed pointing the camera to capture 2d codes and tap their keywords 
to send them to the tagcloud.  

Some usability issues emerged anyway during the test, we report them in Table 1. 
Analyzing data from the questionnaires some interesting results spring out. Even if 

the interaction with Artsonomy is not a familiar task for users they seem to enjoy it. It 
is probably not only about the possibility to tag keywords to real artworks but to use 
their phones as QR Codes readers. Many users never operated a barcode reader 
(Graph 1).  

Table 1. Usability issues and suggestions  

Usability issues Suggestions 

To improve the use of the 2dcode reader a better feed-
back system is required 

Some pop-up windows on the mobile phone’s 
display could help the user to visualize the 
system status 

The java QR Code reader does not always perform like 
it should. For this reason the user is not always able to 
decode QR Codes very quickly. 

 

QR Codes on captions are not always recognized as 
points of activation for the Artsonomy tagging process

It is probably necessary to design a better lay-
out for the captions to improve the QR Code 
function’s recognition 

The user has difficulties in recognizing when the tag-
cloud changes its shape. 

A better graphical animation could solve this 
usability problem 
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Graph 1. Usage of QR Code readers. 

 
Graph 2. Ease of use. 

 

Graph 3. Usefullness of artsonomy. 
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Anyway most of the users found artsonomy (Graph 2) very easy to be used (73%) 
or easy to use (26%). It is probably because after they learned to decode QR Codes it 
was very simple to capture them and tag artworks. Users also show their appreciation 
of artsonomy (Graph 3), they think artsonomy could be useful (13%) or very  
useful (86%). 

6   Conclusions 

The next step for the Artsonomy project, is to make a usability test of the application 
in a real environment. When trying to make it as simple as possible to tag artworks, it 
is dramatically important to understand the user attitude to the process in order to 
improve the usability level of  our application. 

Another goal of our project is to create a bigger website to allow registered users to 
collect their tags on a personal space and also other contents (generated by them-
selves) like comments or photographs to be shared.  

Our team is also thinking about the possibility to extend the possibility to enable 
the process (now enabled by QR Codes) using, for example RFId, technologies.  

Artsonomy could also be integrated with interactive guides to add the functionality 
for collecting ideas on the Web visiting museums or interesting places and sharing 
them within a community. 

Starting from December 2008 we will take artsonomy to some European museums 
to test it combining it with interactive guides for mobile phones. It should give us 
more detailed information to deepen our usability analysis. 
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